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Abstract: In this paper, the problem of Oscillatory Failure Case (OFC) detection
in aircraft servo-loop control surfaces is addressed. OFC leads to strong interactions with loads and aeroelasticity and consequently must be detected as quick as
possible. This paper proposes a hybrid monitoring scheme developed during
ADDSAFE1 project for robust and early detection of such unauthorized oscillatory
events. More precisely, a hybrid robust non-homogeneous finite-time differentiator is firstly used to provide bounded and accurate derivatives in noisy environment. Fault reconstruction is next made by solving on-line a nonlinear equation
using a gradient descent method. The detection is finally done by the decision
making rules currently used for in-service Airbus A380 airplane. Robustness and
performance of the proposed scheme are tested using a high fidelity benchmark
and intensive Monte Carlo simulations based on several flight scenarios specified
in ADDSAFE. The performance indicators highlight that the proposed scheme can
be a viable solution for realistic issues. Note that the term “viable” covers some
important aspects which are often under-estimated (or missing) in the classical academic publications: tuning, complexity of the design, real time capability, etc.

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivations
Among a number of research areas, FDI (Fault Detection and Isolation) and
FTC (Fault Tolerant Control) have been identified as a challenging thematic field
for the control of large scale and complex systems. With the increasing acceptance
1 ADDSAFE is a European collaborative project supported by the European Seventh
Framework Program: Advanced Fault Diagnosis for Sustainable Flight Guidance and Control. http://addsafe.deimos-space.com
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of the FDI/FTC technology in practice [1-4] and successful applications across the
industrial areas (see [6, 27] to name a few), the current development in the
FDI/FTC area consists of solving challenging monitoring, diagnosis and reconfiguration problems for real applications. The work presented in this paper belongs to
this trend. It has been undertaken within the European FP7 project named
ADDSAFE [7]. This project aims at developing innovative FDI techniques for
model-based Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) of flight control system. The
final goal is to contribute to overall aircraft structural design optimization. This
will help to make the future airplanes lighter, that is a key objective for the manufactures to improve their performance and to limit their environmental footprint.
To provide some alternative solutions in this trend, the problem of Oscillatory
Failure Case (OFC) detection for aircraft is addressed here. An OFC is an abnormal oscillation of a control surface due to component malfunction in control surface servo-loops. This signal, of unknown amplitude and frequency, is propagated
through the control loop to the control surface, and it could excite the airplane
structure producing structural loads. OFCs could result in high loads and vibrations particularly if they resonate at a natural frequency of the aircraft structure [15]. For example, an OFC occurring on an aileron creates inertial moment and aerodynamic forces (hinge moment). Moreover, consequently to the control surface
oscillation, vibrations appear on the wing leading to the wing bending and loads
are generated very quickly on the wing and then on the whole aircraft. This is why
it is very important to detect OFC at a very early stage, before loads exceed the
specified design loads, as the aircraft is designed to be used inside a given load
envelope . If OFCs of given amplitude cannot be detected and accommodated in
time, this amplitude must be considered for load computations. If the result of this
computation falls outside the load envelope, then it is necessary to reinforce the
structure. So, in order to avoid reinforcing the structure and consequently to save
weight, a low amplitude OFCs must be detectable at a very early stage.
In this context, the goal of this work is to develop a robust model-based monitoring strategy to detect such failures with small amplitude at an early stage. A potential detection method should comply with stringent operational conditions in
terms of trade-offs for detection performance, fault coverage, robustness, computational burden (memory storage, CPU load) and design complexity. It must also
offer the possibility of reuse (or building around it), with adequate design and tuning engineering tools. Use of approaches with restricted high-level tuning parameters is very important to reduce the test phase needed for aircraft algorithm certification procedure. The procedure proposed in this paper provides such a
framework with tunable design parameters for easy management of trade-offs.
1.2. Antecedents and paper contribution
There exist many solutions available in the open literature. In [1], an industrial
validated and implemented OFC detection strategy is proposed. A nonlinear actua-
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tor model is used to generate a residual on which the failure is detected by oscillation counting. Based on the hydraulic actuator model, a nonlinear observer-based
strategy using the oscillation counting of [1] is proposed in [3]. The main difficulty consists in finding a systematic tuning for observation gains. Other solutions
can be also found in [8, 9]. Due to a certain level of robustness against disturbances, excellent scalability and a finite time of convergence, sliding-mode techniques have received considerable attention in this area [10-16]. Tools for linear
systems are considered in [17-21], an adaptive observer approach can be found in
[22]. An adaptive sliding mode super twist algorithm based on Lyapunov approach is also proposed in [23]. Because of the noisy situation in which the actuator operates, the gain of super twist algorithm is adapted to obtain a good fault reconstruction.
The proposed solution of this paper is addressed in the framework of unknown
input estimation problem for fault reconstruction. To overcome the limitations of
existing fault estimation methods in noisy environment, a hybrid robust nonhomogeneous finite-time differentiator is firstly used to provide accurate derivatives in noisy environment. The global boundedness and accuracy of derivatives
can be guaranteed [24]. Fault reconstruction is next made by solving on-line a
nonlinear equation using a gradient descent method [25] to have a low computational load. This fault reconstruction algorithm is finally associated with the decision making rules as currently used for in-service Airbus A380 airplane [1]. The
objective of this paper is to demonstrate that the proposed hybrid differential observer could be a good and technologically viable candidate to improve the fault
detection performance for OFC in control surface servo-loops. Note that the developed scheme has been adapted to satisfy constraints (low computational load,
restricted symbol library [26], …) of implementation in a Flight Control Computer
(FCC). More precisely, the proposed monitoring scheme has been coded at a very
basic level since embedded algorithm cannot be implemented.
Structure of the paper: Some preliminaries about the industrial issue are introduced in section 2. The fault detection and isolation technique is formulated in
section 3. Finally, section 4 presents simulation results based on a high-fidelity
non-linear Matlab/Simulink benchmark provided by Airbus and a Monte Carlo
campaign based on Functional Engineering Simulator (FES) packages which have
been developed during ADDSAFE project.
Notations: Euclidean norm for a vector x  R n will be denoted as | x | , and for a
measurable and locally essentially bounded input u : R  R ( R 
  R :   0  ) the L norm is denoted as || u || [ t0 ,T ]  esssup{| u( t ) |, t  [ t0 ,T ]} ,
if T    then we will simply write || u || . We will denote as L the set of all
inputs u with property || u ||   . Strictly increasing functions  : R  R with
the property (0)  0 form the class K . Denote the sequence of integers 1, .., k as
1, k .
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2. Problem definition
2.1. OFCs in control surface servo-loop
The faulty components can be located inside the analog inputs/outputs, the position sensors or the actuators. In this paper, only OFCs located in the servocontrol loop of the moving surfaces are considered, i.e. OFCs located between the
flight control computer and the actuator [1], see Fig. 1. Consequently, the failure
impacts only one control surface. Furthermore, the control surface sensor (see Fig.
1) will be not considered available in the following developments since the proposed monitoring scheme must be valid for both elevator and aileron surfaces.

Figure 1: OFC source location within the actuator control loop.
In control surface servo-loop, two types of OFC can be identified: liquid OFCs
manifest their presence as the sum of the original signal and an oscillation while
solid OFCs are oscillations completely substituting the original signal. It follows
u (t )  u0 (t )
fault  free situations

u (t )  u0 (t )  fliq (t ) liquid fault

u (t )  u0 (t )  f sol (t ) solid fault

where

u0

is

the

f sol (t )  f harm (t )  u 0 (t )

fault-free part of control. fliq (t )  f harm (t )
where f harm (t ) is a harmonic fault signal.

(1)
and

OFCs are considered as harmonic signals with frequency and amplitude uniformly distributed over the frequency range 0.1—10 Hz. Beyond 10 Hz, OFCs
have no significant effects because of the low-pass behavior of the actuator. The
time detection is expressed in period numbers which means that the time allowed
for detection is not the same, depending on the failure frequency.
2.2. Servo-controlled actuator modeling
The core element of the proposed model-based monitoring scheme is the servocontrolled nonlinear actuator model. The corresponding equation gives the actua-
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tor rod speed as a function of the hydraulic pressure delivered to the actuator and
the forces applying on the control surface and reacted by the actuator. The actuator
rod speed can be expressed as the rod speed command, weighted by two main
contributor factors which are aerodynamic forces and the servo control load in
damping mode (of the passive actuator in the case of two actuators [1]). The actuator rod speed for a hydraulic servo control is expressed as [1]
Faero (t )  Fdamp (t )
P (t ) 
S
y (t )  K ci K (u (t )  y (t ))
Pref
where: - P is the hydraulic pressure delivered to the actuator.
- Pref is the constant differential pressure used to study actuator performance with the servo valve fully opened.
- Faero(t) represents the aerodynamic forces applying on the control surface. This term is an important parameter of the actuator model. The
corresponding aerodynamic model is known. It can be very complex if
the nonlinear effects are included. However, for industrial reasons and
as it is not of primary interest in this work to give the exact expression
of the model, it is not detailed in this paper.
- Fdamp(t) represents the servo control load of the adjacent actuator in
damping mode: Fdamp (t )  Ka (t ) y (t )2
- Ka(t) and y (t ) are the actuator damping coefficient and the rod speed.
- K and Kci are simple and double slope known gains used to make conversion. Note that K and Kci can be more complex (use of lookup tables
or gain scheduling techniques) to model actuators in more details.
- S is the actuator piston surface area.
- u(t) is the actuator command signal provided by the flight control law.
The actuator rod speed (for the servo-controlled hydraulic actuator, see Fig. 1)
can thus be expressed by the following local model:
K2
y (t )  K1 (u (t )  y (t ))
(2)
Pref  K3 (u (t )  y (t ))2

(t )  y(t )  v(t )
(3)
2
K

K
K
K


P

(
F
/
S
)

(t
)
and K 3  ( K a ( K ci K ) ) / S .
is the
where 1
ci ,
2
aero
signal available for measurements, where v : R  [0 , 0 ] , 0  0   is the
bounded noise.

3. Hybrid differential observer
According to the discussion of section 1.2, the structure of the proposed monitoring scheme is given in Fig. 2. In this section, we propose to give the mathematical developments, which prove the boundedness, accuracy of derivate estimates,
fault reconstruction and OFC detection in noisy environment.
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Figure 2: Structure of the hybrid monitoring scheme
3.1. Boundedness and accuracy of derivatives
Consider the servo-controlled nonlinear SISO model of (2). Without loss of
generality, (2) can be rewritten according to
y (t )  F (t , y, u) , t  0 ,
where

F (t , y, u )  K1 (u (t )  y (t ))

K2
Pref  K3 (u (t )  y (t ))2

In this case (n=1), a variant of super-twisting differentiator [24] is used to provide robust derivative estimate against a non-differentiable noise of any amplitude. Finite-time convergence and accuracy of derivatives can be computed. The
sliding mode differentiator is given by

z0   z0  (t ) sign[ z0  (t )]  z1,   0 ,

(4a)

z1  sign[ z0  (t )]  sign( z1 )  z1 ,     0 ,

(4b)

where z0  R , z1  R are the state variables of the system (4).  ,  and  are
the tuning parameters. The variable z0 (t ) serves as an estimate of the function
y ( t ) and z1(t ) converges to y '(t ) . Therefore, (4) has the input  (t ) and the output z1(t ) .
According to (3), the system (4) is discontinuous and affected by the disturbance v . First, we would like to prove that the system has bounded trajectories. Second, we would like to show that the accuracy of derivatives estimation depends
continuously on the noise amplitude of v . Introducing variables e0  z0  y ,
e1  z1  y' , the system (4) can be rewritten as follows:

e0   e0 sign[e0 ]  e1  0 (t ) ,

(5a)

e1   (t ) sign[e0 ]  sign[e1]  e1  1(t ) ,

(5b)

0 (t )  ( e0 sign[e0 ] 

e0  v(t ) sign(e0  v(t ))) ,

1(t )  sign(e0 )  sign(e0  v(t )) ,
where  0 , 1 are the disturbances originated by the noise v presence,
 (t )    ( y' (t )  y' ' (t )  ( sign[e1 (t )]  sign[e1 (t )  y' (t )]))sign[e0 (t )] is a piece-
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wise continuous function (for   L1  L2  2  it is strictly positive and
0     ( t )   ,     L1  L2  2  ,     L1  L2  2  , see [24] for more details).
Assume that v (t )   0 for all t  R . By definition 0 (t )   2 0 , 1(t )  0 for
e0 (t )   0 , 1 (t )  2 and 1 (t )e0 (t )  0 for all t  R .
Lemma 1: Global boundedness of solutions
Let the signal v : R  R be Lebesgue measurable and y ' (t )  L1 , y ' ' (t )  L2 ,
v (t )   0 for all t  R ;   0 ,   0 and 0     . Then in (4) for all t 0  R and
initial conditions z0 (t0 )  R , z1 (t0 )  R the solutions are bounded:



z0 (t )  y (t )  max z0 (t0 )  y (t0 ) ,4 2 ( z1 (t0 )  y ' (t0 )  3  L1  L2     2 0 ) 2

z1 (t )  y' (t )  z1 (t0 )  y ' (t0 ) e0.5t  3  L1  L2   .



■

Proof: Let us start with the second equation in the system (5), considering the
2
Lyapunov function U (e1 )  0.5e1 , with the derivative
U  U 
2
0.5[3  L1  L2  ] . That gives the desired estimate. Next consider
U (e0 )  0.5e02 :
U   e e  e ( e   2 ) .
0

0

0

1

0

Since e1 (t )  e1 (t0 )  3  L1  L2   for e1(t0 )  3  L1  L2     20
 0.5 e0 we have U  0.5 e0 e0  0 , that implies the lemma 1.
Considering now the accuracy of derivatives with non-differentiable noise, let
the signal v : R  R be Lebesgue measurable and v (t )   0 for all t  R .
Theorem 1.
Let   L1  L2  2  ,   0 and   2{ 8   
   (    )} / (1.5   0.5  ) , then
2
for any initial conditions e(0)0 , 0  e  R 2 :  e0 (0)  0.5e1 (0)  2
 2(  )(   ) 1 the trajectories of the system (5) satisfy the estimate for
all t  T





e0 (t )  1(c10  c2 0 ) , e1 (t )  2(c1 0  c2  0 ) ,
c1  max{8  2 [(0.25    )   max{ 2(  ),6} ]2 ,  } ,
c2  2 / (  2) ,   min{   /

 , 2 } ,

where the finite time T of convergence
T  4 1  e0 (0)  0.5e12 (0) , provided that

possesses

the

estimate

c10  c2 0  2 2  (    )  (    )1 .

■

Proof: see [24]
Theorem 1 is based on the observation that 1 (the product e11 ) influences
negatively on (5) onto the set   e0  0  3 20  e1  2  e0e1  0 only.
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The result of the theorem says that if the noise amplitude  0 is comparable with
the chosen  ,  ,  (the constraint c1 0  c2  0  2 2  (  )    (    )1
holds), then the estimate on the derivative y ' has the error proportional to  0.25
0
(theoretical limitations of this estimate improvement are established in [32]). If the
noise amplitude is very high, then the result of lemma 1 is satisfied guaranteeing
boundedness trajectories. It is worth to stress, that the value 2 2 (  ) 
 (    ) 1 can be taken arbitrary high adjusting  ,  ,  .
Remark 1: A trade-off between the finite-time of convergence and the accuracy of
derivate must be done by means of the tuning parameters ,  and  achieving
  L1  L2  2
and
with
  2{ 8       (    )} / (1.5   0.5  )
    L1  L2  2 and     L1  L2  2  . A gridding-based optimization procedure [28] can be used but for brevity, the procedure is not given in this paper.
3.2. Fault reconstruction

The estimation algorithm design for the fault signal f reconstruction is performed in two steps in this sub-section. Firstly, the main assumptions are introduced. Secondly, a hybrid algorithm is presented and its conditions of convergence and accuracy are analyzed.
Assume that the system (1)−(3) state belongs to some compact set.
A ssu mpt io n 1 . Let ( y (t ), y ' (t ))  Y  R 2 for all t  0 .

□

This assumption is quite realistic. Typically, the set Y is known and predefined during the design phase. When the faults f are present, the system (2) may
lose its stability. However, as it will be shown below even in this case the algorithm requires a finite time to detect the fault. Hence, recovery actions can be
made to maintain stability and some pre-defined performance level [25, 28, 34].
According to theorem 1, for the system (1)−(4) there exists a finite time T of
convergence T  4 1  e0 (0)  0.5e12 (0) such that y ( k )  zk (t )  ek (t ) , with
e0 (t )  1 (c1 0  c2  0 ) and e1 (t )  2(c1 0  c2  0 ) for all t  T . Then, the
system (2) can be presented as follows
z1 (t )  e1 (t )  F (t , z0 (t )  e0 (t ), u(t )), t  0 ,
(6)
Let Y  R 2 be the neighborhood of the set Y ( Y  Yv ) such that if
z0 (t )  y (t )  1(c10  c2 0 ) , z1 (t )  y ' (t )  2(c1 0  c2  0 ) and ( y, y' )  Y ,
then necessarily ( z0 , z1 )  Y . Since the function F is locally Lipschitz continuous then for all ( z0 , z1 )  Y there exists L  0 such that
F (t , z0 (t )  e0 (t ), u (t ))  F (t , z0 (t ), u (t ))  L e0 (t )
According to theorem 1 we have e0 (t )  1 (c1 0  c2  0 ) for all t  T .
Therefore, from the expression (6) we can define the augmented error
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(t )  z1 (t )  F (t , z0 (t ), u0 (t )  f (t ))
 F (t , z0 (t )  e0 (t ), u (t )  f (t ))  e1 (t )  F (t , z0 (t ), u0 (t )  f (t ))

(7)

with | ( t ) |  (|| v ||) for all t  T ,

( s)  L1 (c1s  c2 s )  2(c1s  c2 s ) .
All variables in the right hand side of (7) are available for measurements except
the fault signal f ( t ) . In the left hand side of (7) we have the augmented error  ,
that represents the accuracy of the derivative estimation by the differentiator (4), it
is not measurable and it is proportional to the measurement noise v amplitude
(this error becomes
zero in the finite time T for the case of no measurement

noise). Let f ( t ) be a solution of the equation (7) for the case ( t )  0 , i.e.

z1 (t )  F (t , z0 (t ), u0 (t )  f (t )) .
(8)
then substituting (8) in (7) we get

(t )  F (t , z0 (t ), u0 (t )  f (t ))  F (t , z0 (t ), u0 (t )  f (t )) .
Define the gradient of the function F with respect to u
u F (t , y, u)  F (t , y, u) / u ,
then by the Mean value theorem there exists a function c : R  [ 0,1] such that
for all t  0

( t )  g ( t )[ f ( t )  f ( t )] .
(9)

g (t )  u F (t , z0 (t ), u0 (t )  [1  c(t )] f (t )  c(t ) f (t )).
Assumption 2. Let


t
p
 | g ( )[ f ( )  f ( ) ] | d   g min t | f ( t )  f ( t ) | .
0

for all t  T and some gmin  0 , 0  p   .

□

The condition
of the
 assumption 2 means that on the time interval t  T the int
tegral   | g ( )T [ f ( )  f ( ) ] | d 
has average value bigger than
0
g min | f ( t )  f ( t ) | p . Roughly speaking this property says that the function
g : R  R norm has strictly separated from zero average value for all t  T .
This property can also be considered as a variant of the well known persistency of
excitation condition in the estimation theory [29]. Then under assumption 2 from
(9) for all t  T
t
t


p
( v )t  () d  g ()[ f ()  f ()] d  g min t f (t )  f (t ) .



0



0

and finally,

1
| f ( t )  f ( t ) |  [ g min
(|| v ||) ]1/ p ,

that implies boundedness of the discrepancy f ( t )  f ( t ) for all t  T . In other
words, accuracy of the fault signal f estimation by f is a function of the meas-
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urement noise v amplitude. Consequently, under assumption 2 the problem of
fault detection and isolation can be handled finding a solution f of the equation
(8), the penalty is proportional to || v || .

The equation (8) is nonlinear, for each t  0 it may have a single solution f ( t )
or in general case, f ( t )  St , where for all elements s  St the equation
z1 (t )  F (t , z0 (t ), u0 (t )  s)
holds. It could
 be the case that for some t  0 this equation has no solution with
respect to f ( t ) . Thus, some regularizing conditions have to be imposed.

Assumption 3. Let u F (t , z0 (t ), u (t ))  0 for all ( z0 , z1 )  Y , u  R and t  0 .□

Note that assumption 3 does not necessarily imply assumption 2. This assumption states that the gradient of the function F with respect to the last argument u
is restricted from zero, orin other words, under these restrictions the equation (8)
has the single solution f ( t ) . Then any gradient descent method (the Newton–
Raphson
method, …) can be applied to find an estimate f ( t ) on the solution of

(8) f ( t ) :


df () / d  [(t , f ())] ,
(10)

( s) s  0 for all s  0 , ||  ||    ,
(t , f )  [ z1 (t )  F (t , z0 (t ), u0 (t )  f )]u F (t , z0 (t ), u0 (t )  f )
where   0 is a design parameter and   0 is an independent time. For
 each
t  0 the execution of (10) in the time  ensures convergence of f ( ) to
fixed

f ( t ) (more precisely this claim will be formulated later).
Under the introduced assumptions 1-3,
 the proposed solution consists in discretization of (10), when the estimate f ( tk ) is generated discretely for some sequence of strictly increasing sample instants t k , k  0 ( t0  0 ) having accumulation point at infinity only. Then the discrete representation of (10) can be written
as follows for any k  0 :



0  f ( t k ) , f ( t0 )  f 0 ;
(11)

r 1  r  [(tk , r )] , r  0, N  1 ; f ( tk 1 )   N ,

where   0 , N  0 and f 0  R are design parameters. The operation of (11) can
be expressed as follows: at each sampling
 time t k the algorithm takes the initial
value 0  f ( tk ) (or some guess 0  f0 on the first step k  0 ), then N steps
of the discreteminimization procedure (10) are computed, the output of the algorithm (11) is f ( tk 1 )   N . The number N is bounded by available computational power for (11) realization. The system (11) period or the shift between the sample instants tk 1  tk , k  0 depends on the time that is required to perform N
steps of (11) and the fault detection minimum time specifications. The stability
properties of the obtained hybrid system (1)−(4), (11) (its structure scheme is
shown in Fig. 2) are analyzed below.
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T h eor e m 2 . Let assumptions 1−3 hold, then in the system (1)−(4), (11) for any
*  0 there exist *  0 and N *  0 such that for any k  0 with tk  T
(where T  0 is the time of the derivatives estimation from theorem 1)

1
| f ( tk 1 )  f ( tk ) |   * [ g min
(|| v ||)]1/ p ;
provided that 0     * , N  N * for any initial conditions, v  L and continuous f  L .
Proof: See [25]

The result of theorem 2 claims that for any desired accuracy *  0 there exists
some maximum adaptation rate *  0 and maximum number of steps N *  0
such that the fault value
by the al f ( tk ) , tk  T for all such k  0 is estimated
1
gorithm (11) output f ( tk 1 ) with the worst case accuracy [ g min
(|| v ||)]1/ p   * .
In the absence of the measurement noise v the accuracy  * is achievable. The
theorem does not restrict the sampling rate in the system (the delay tk 1  tk ,
constraints). There exists a
k  0 can be chosen in accordance with computational

casual time shift in the algorithm response ( f ( tk 1 )  f ( tk ) ) due to calculations
in (11) performed on the interval [ tk , tk 1) , the estimate on the value f ( tk ) is always obtained on the next step tk 1 only.
In particular, for FDI purposes, if 0  tk 1  tk  0 ( 0  0 is the maximal
sample time of the algorithm (11) operation), then theorem 2 guarantees that for
time instants tk  T  T0 , k  0 the signal f ( tk ) detects all faults with ampli1
tudes bigger than [ g min
(|| v ||)]1/ p   * (in other words, T  0 is the fault detec1
tion time and [ g min (|| v ||)]1/ p   * represents the amplitude of the smallest detectable fault).
3.3. Decision making rules used in A380 airplane

As described in [1], the used OFC decision making rule consists in counting
successive and alternate crossings of a given threshold  in a sliding time window
according to the principle of Fig. 3. The sliding time window is used to count
down the oscillation counter in order to avoid cumulating transitory threshold
crossings (due to model uncertainties, aerodynamic forces, …) that would necessarily lead to a false alarm. Here, the flight control law unit is considered as fault
free process. All its oscillations are judged normal and are calculated to compensate any normal perturbation (e.g. an external disturbance such as turbulence). The
hypothesis of a fault-free command is justified because the flight control law is also monitored by dedicated techniques.
In the case of liquid failures, the residual is given by


r (tk )  fliq (tk )  f harm (tk )  (tk )

1
( v )]1 / p . After the filtering given in [1], the residual is
where (tk )   * [ g min
zero-averaged and OFC can be detected by counting around zero alternate and
successive crossings of a threshold (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. OFC detection by oscillation counting
In case of a solid failure, the OFC substitutes the nominal signal. The residual
is expressed as


r (tk )  f sol (tk )  f harm (tk )  u0 (tk )  (tk )
If the estimated position is null (no control surface deflection) the residual is only
composed of the failure and bounded error  . OFC detection can be thus done by
oscillation counting around zero, like for the liquid failure. However, if a control
surface deflection is demanded by the flight control law (e.g. during a maneuver
or in reaction to the failure), the failure signal is mixed with the opposite of the estimated position, and an oscillation counting around zero would not enable detection. In this case, it is proposed to count OFC on the residual signal but around the
opposite of the estimated position. The interested reader can refer to [1] for more
details. Note that both liquid and solid OFC countings operate in parallel.
Remark 2. Note that if it is desired to design a "dedicated" FDD scheme for any
kind of failure in the actuator control loop, the decision rule could be a simple
threshold-based logic. However, the goal here is to detect, and further to confirm
that the fault to be detected is an OFC, and not something else. This is why the
above evaluation rule is used.
Remark 3. In the following, the minimum confirmation time is set to 3 cycles
[26], and the question is: given the specified flight conditions, if an OFC occurs
(small amplitude and different frequencies) at different time instants, can oscillatory phenomenon be detected to confirm its presence in less than 3 cycles, without
any false alarm and missed detection?

4. Experimental results
Two validation tools are used to assess the hybrid monitoring scheme. The first
set of simulation results uses a high fidelity aircraft benchmark provided by Air-
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bus [33] during ADDSAFE project. The proposed technique is next evaluated on a
dedicated Functional Engineering Simulator (FES) developed also during the
ADDSAFE project for more detailed evaluation in a Monte-Carlo setup [7, 30].
This simulator developed by Deimos Space covers all possible flight conditions,
perturbations and parametric uncertainties [30]. It is an industrial benchmarking
where the “Figure Of Merits” (FOM), which are scalar quantities used to characterize the performance of a FDD system, are computed to provide a quantitative
benchmarking of the FDD designs based on an Airbus‘ defined FDD performance
and robustness matrix [26].
The control surface considered in this work is the right inboard aileron of a generic Airbus commercial aircraft. The requirement specifications are 0% of missed
detection, 0% of false alarm and 100% of true detection for all flight conditions. In
this paper, the case study is to detect an OFC in less than 3 cycles. Hence, the decision making rules given in section 3.3 is tuning in order to detect an OFC when
two successive periods of oscillation appear on the residuals. Note that for industrial reasons and since it is not of primary interest in this work to give the exact
aircraft behaviors, all simulation results have been normalized.
4.1. Airbus benchmark results

The Airbus benchmark [33] is a complete aircraft model, highly representative
of a generic twin engine civil commercial aircraft including the nonlinear rigidbody aircraft model with a full set of control surfaces (rudder, elevators,
Trimmable Horizontal Stabilizer, spoilers, ailerons), actuator models, sensor models, flight control laws and pilot inputs. It is a closed loop non linear model with
five main components: pilot inputs, flight control laws, actuators, aircraft and sensors. It has been developed under Matlab/Simulink environment and is usable under the same software thanks to dedicated Graphical User Interfaces (GUI).
The actuator modeling is based on three elements: the actuator model itself, a
control surface position saturation that could be dissymmetric and a rate limiter
representing the physical limitations. The model input is a commanded actuator
position (output of the flight control law computation) while the output is a realized actuator position. The pilot inputs are the side stick (longitudinal and lateral
inputs), the pedals, the high-lift configuration lever (slats and flaps), the airbrakes
and the throttle lever. Flight control law is a gain scheduled control to cover the
whole flight domain. Finally, the aircraft unit is based on the classical flight mechanics modeling where both quaternion system and Euler angle formulation are
used.
To assess the potential of our FDD scheme, six different flight maneuvers
(Nose up, Angle of attack protection, Pitch protection, Yaw angle mode, Turn coordination and Cruise scenarios) are simulated for fault-free situations. The
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aforementioned flight scenarios are used to show the good robustness and performances of our FDD scheme for both lateral and longitudinal modes.
Let the robustness of the proposed FDD scheme be now studied. It follows that
the amplitude of residual stays small for five flight maneuvers (see Fig. 4). For the
yaw angle mode scenario, a dynamic phase introduces some dynamic behavior of
the residual due to an important variation in the aerodynamic forces. Since it is
necessary to have two successive periods of oscillation to detect a fault, our algorithm concludes well to a nominal (no fault) situation, i.e. no fault is detected.
Hence, the proposed residual generation fitted to the decision block shown in section 3.3 gives no false alarm. Note that the noise of the residual is proportional to
the noise used in the benchmark ADDSAFE that is an inherited feature after the
differentiator (see Theorem 1).

Figure 4. Robustness analysis - normalized residuals on right inboard aileron
Several OFC amplitudes and frequencies have now been tested for both liquid
and solid OFC. In all cases, the oscillatory phenomenon appears clearly on residual signal and the fault is detected by the decision block. Due to space limitation,
no plot is given in this subsection to highlight in more details the benefit of the
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hybrid monitoring scheme with parametric variations. However, it appears for all
tests, we get 100% of true detection and 0% of missed detection.
4.2. FES parametric simulation results

In fault-free situations, the tests were conducted for the six previous flight scenarios with variations in the operating conditions and uncertainties. The simulation campaign for one flight maneuver has been defined with 324 simulations runs
[30] resulted from the combination of the following parameters:
- altitude: h = [8000 18000 28000 38000] ft;
- calibrated air-speed: VCAS = [160 220 300] kts;
- mass: m = [120000 180000 233000] kg;
- X-component of gravity center: [0.17 0.3 0.41] %/100
For each combination of these flight and aircraft parameters, three additional
variations (minimum, nominal and maximum errors or uncertainties) associated
with the aerodynamic coefficients and sensors measurements have also been included. In ADDSAFE project, only realistic operating points belonging to the
flight envelop are taken into account within the Figures Of Merit (FOM, see [26]),
i.e. only realistic situations are used to assess our FDD scheme.
Fig. 5 shows the residuals obtained in FES environment for healthy situations
where no fault is detected. The results show a good robustness against parametric
variations since the FOM give 0% of false alarm for the 1200 realistic fault free
simulation runs. In addition, it is interesting to note that the parametric tests involve some unwanted oscillatory behaviors of residuals between 0 and 5 seconds
(see the yaw angle mode maneuver of Fig. 5). These behaviors are due to the
command signal generated by the flight control unit. On the other hand, some
normal oscillations with the frequency between 0.1Hz and 1 Hz can be observed
in addition to the faults to be detected, making the detection of OFC more difficult. Hence, in this situation, the detection threshold of the decision block has to
be set to a higher value to keep 0% of false alarm.
Now, let’s take a look to the faulty situation with the parametric variations. Due
to important numbers of data generated during the simulations, only the results
corresponding to the smallest OFC amplitude and the minimal and maximal considered OFC frequencies (0.5 and 7Hz respectively) are given. Figures 6 show the
normalized residuals for liquid (left part) and solid (right part) faults respectively.
As it can be seen, the residual is small before the fault occurrence for both liquid
and solid faulty situations. Next, a significant change of the residual appears. For
the liquid faults, the residual is a noisy sinusoid where the frequency of this sinusoid coincides with the frequency of the fault (see Fig. 6). In all cases, there is no
missed detection. The statistical results given by FOM for the smallest OFC amplitude (Airbus specifications, not given here for industrial reasons), all types (liq-
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uid or solid) and the two extreme frequencies of OFC faults are summarized in
Table 1. The detection time performance (DTP) index is used to quantify the detection delay requirement in a normalized way, i.e. DTP  1 denotes an enhancement of detection delay, 1  DTP  1.3 represents an acceptable level of performances and DTP  1.3 is judged like unacceptable detection delays. These
indexes are next used by a normalized cost function [26] (not given in this paper
for confidentiality reasons). It is obvious that in the assessment of the FDI scheme,
a index DTP  1 has a better weighting performance index than DTP  1.3 . From
Table 1, OFCs are always detected with satisfactory detection time, i.e. we obtained 100% of true detection and so 0% of missed detection for the considered
flight maneuvers with acceptable detection delays.

Figure 5. Normalized residuals in fault-free situations – parametric variations
4.3. Implementation aspects

The proposed scheme is coded using a restricted symbol library provided by
Airbus [26]. The low computational complexity of the proposed detection method
allows for developing a scheme that is only based on 322 basic operators like de-
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lays, multiplications, additions, gains, sign function, look up tables, logic operators. The computational load can thus be evaluated by using the running time of
each symbol. It follows that the proposed strategy uses only 47% of computing
cost allowed.

Figure 6. Normalized residuals for liquid (left) and solid (right) fault
4.4. Discussion

Simulation results show the benefits of a combination of the proposed hybrid
monitoring scheme and OFC decision making rules. The proposed hybrid monitoring scheme seems to be a good and technologically viable candidate to achieve
OFC detection in noisy environment with acceptable detection delays.
Table 1: FOM for OFC fault in the right inboard aileron – parametric tests
Type

Amp

f (Hz)

Normalized Detection Time Performance

Mean

Max

Min

True det.

Missed

(%)

det. (%)

Liquid

smallest

0.5

0.747

1.03

0.7

100

0

Solid

smallest

0.5

1.06

1.27

0.93

100

0

Liquid

smallest

7

0.9471

1.12

0.84

100

0

Solid

smallest

7

0.79

0.79

0.79

100

0
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Another interesting feature of this work is relative to the robustness of the hybrid monitoring against other types of fault (see remark 2). One of the benchmark
problem considered in ADDSAFE is a scenario involving abnormal aircraft behaviors that lead to the degradation of the aircraft performance [26, 30, 31]. In this
case, Figures 9 show the results of control surface liquid and solid jamming [31]
with parametric variations. Simulation results show that the proposed monitoring
scheme is not sensitive to such type of faults. It is a great feature of the proposed
work since a simple threshold-based logic will conclude to fault detection, i.e.
there is no robustness against liquid and solid jamming.

Figure 9. Normalized residual for solid (right) and liquid (left) jamming with
parametric variations

5. Conclusion
The problem studied in this paper is that of designing a robust detection unit for
early detection of OFC that can occur in EFCS of civil aircraft. The motivation
behind this work is that for upcoming and future aircraft programs, it could be required to detect unauthorized oscillatory events in control surfaces servo-loops
with less important amplitude in less time while keeping a good robustness. The
final goal is to avoid reinforcing the structure and consequently to save weight.
The paper presents hybrid solution fitted to the in-service A380 decision making
rules to solve the above problem. Experimental results suggest that the proposed
hybrid differential observer could be a suitable candidate for in board implementation in flight computers. A number of appealing avenues can be considered for
further investigations. For example, further investigations are necessary to adapt
the monitoring procedure for new generation Electrohydrostatic Actuator (EHA)
and Electro-Backup-Hydrostatic Actuator (EBHA) which are used on A380 airplane.
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